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ALLURE
Floor lamp

Design Ilaria Marelli

Ilaria Marelli designed an essential 
and elegant lamp, suitable for outdoor 
and indoor. The wide lampshade in 
waterproof fabric is fastened by a thin 
and discreet stem in painted iron. The 
three feet of the structure give resistance 
and stability to the lamp, while keeping 
a minimal design. The lampshade, 
available in three different colours, gives 
a touch of bright freshness in contract 
projects and gardens or rooftops settings. 
The whole structure and LED lighting 
make Allure the best choice for outdoor 
spaces, but its silhouette and colours 
make it perfect for indoor locations too. 

Ø 73  |  H 178 cm

Melange Ecru

Lagoon Blue

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Iron structure painted in cataphoresis 
for outdoor, available in pearl grey 
RAL 7048 or white RAL 9002.

•	 Lampshade in 100% polyester fabric 
for outdoor in Ivory White, Melange 
Ecru and Lagoon Blue.

•	 30W 4000K LED lighting for outdoor 
IP55.

Ivory White



ALLURE



AURA
Floor lamp

Design Ilaria Marelli

Three delicate embedded stems 
embrace a cylindrical lampshade: 
the result is Aura, the new floor lamp 
created by Ilaria Marelli. The stem 
is in painted iron, the lampshade in 
waterproof fabric, as this floor lamp is 
especially thought for an outdoor use. 
The essential design, the elegance 
of the stem and the delicate colours 
make it perfect for contemporary and 
unforgettable locations. The LED lighting 
for outdoor creates warm settings, 
making the lamp an ideal component 
of indoor and outdoor furniture.

Ø 30  |  H 192 cm

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Iron structure painted in cataphoresis 
for outdoor, available in pearl grey 
RAL 7048 or white RAL 9002.

•	 Lampshade in 100% polyester fabric 
for outdoor in Ivory White and 
Melange Ecru.

•	 30W 4000K LED lighting for outdoor 
IP55.

Melange Ecru

Ivory White
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MARA LOW TABLE
Coffee table

Design Lorenza Bozzoli

Mara Low Table is the elegant element 
that enhance Mara Collection by 
Lorenza Bozzoli. The new low tables 
family, available in different colours and 
dimensions, is composed by a painted 
iron base, with a light visual effect thanks 
to a special grid structure, and by an HPL 
top of the same colour as the base.Perfect 
for indoor and outdoor, Mara Low Table 
is available in round or squared top.

Square: L 86,5  |  P 86,5  |  H 27,5 cm
Rectangular: L 90,6  |  P 50,7  |  H 37,5 cm

Round: Ø 45  |  H 52,5 cm

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Base: zinc-coated painted iron, in 
Absolute White (RAL 9010), Light 
Grey (RAL 9022) and Saddle Leather 
(RAL 3016).

•	 Top: HPL in White, Light Grey and 
Saddle Leather.

Square

Rectangular

Round

Base Colours

White (RAL 9010)

Light Grey (RAL 9022)

Saddle Leather (RAL 3016)

HPL Top Colours

White

Light Grey

Saddle Leather



CORDIALE  LUMIÈRE
Hanging lamp

Design Roberto Paoli

Cordiale Lumière and Cordiale Applique 
recall a balance among functional, 
technical and aesthetics aspects. The 
line, essential and embellished by 
the brass finishing, is a tribute to Art 
Déco, with all the contemporaneity 
of polyethylene. The lamp is available 
in wall or hanging version, to be used 
individually or in different compositions.

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Polyethylene.
•	 Dimmable LED lighting included 

with warm light 3000K or cold light 
4000K.

•	 Included ceiling cap with 
transformer.

Ø 15 | H 56 cm

Light White

Light Vanilla



CORDIALE 
APPLIQUE

Wall lamp
Design Roberto Paoli

D 15  |  H 56 cm



STILETTO
Hanging lamp

Design Roberto Paoli

After the big success of Giotto, Roberto 
Paoli creates Stiletto, a hanging 
lamp with an essential line, ideal for 
contemporary and indoor settings 
that require a scenographic lighting. 
This hanging lamp is available in two 
different dimensions, both in vertical 
and horizontal orientation. Thanks to its 
minimal design, its homogeneous light 
and the possibility of infinite combinations, 
Stiletto is the perfect choice to light 
up wide spaces like offices, common 
areas and other contract projects.

Version X (horizontal):
W 6  |  L 80  |  H 5 cm
W 6  |  L 120  |  H 5 cm

Version Y (vertical):
W 6  |  L 5  |  H 80 cm
W 6  |  L 5  |  H 120 cm

Light White

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Polyethylene.
•	 Dimmable LED lighting included 

with warm light 3000K or cold light 
4000K.

•	 Ceiling cap with transformer.



MINERAL TIGE
Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

Marble elegance combined with brass 
finishing creates a Mineral version 
perfect for indoor spaces. The marble-
like lampshade, with grey or red veinings, 
matches with the stem available in two 
different lenghts and in brass or painted 
iron. The “Tige” collection is completed 
by the Murano and Globo collection 
lampshades. Mineral Tige is perfect to 
create refined settings, both as single 
element and infinite compositions.

Ø 30  |  H 80 cm - Ø 30  |  H 130 cm
Ø 40  |  H 90 cm - Ø 40  |  H 140 cm

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Polyethylene lampshade with White 
Marble finishing, with grey and red 
veinings.

•	 Tige and ceiling cap in brushed brass 
or in white lacquered aluminium.

Grey Veinings

Red Veinings



MINERAL STAND 55
Table lamp

Design SLIDE studio

Marble elegance combined with 
brass finishing creates a Mineral 
version perfect for indoor spaces. The 
marble-like lampshade, with grey or 
red veinings, matches with the stem 
available in two different lenghts and 
in brass or painted iron. The “Tige” 
collection is completed by the Murano 
and Globo collection lampshades.
Mineral stand is perfect to create 
refined settings, both as single 
element and infinite compostions.

Ø 30 |  H 55 cm

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Polyethylene lampshade with White 
Marble finishing, with grey and red 
veinings.

•	 Stem in brushed brass.

Grey Veinings

Red Veinings



Table lamp

Design SLIDE studio

Ø 40 |  H 75 cm

MINERAL STAND 75

Grey Veinings

Red Veinings



Table lamp

Design SLIDE studio

MINERAL TABLE

MINERAL COLLECTION

Floor lamp

Design SLIDE studio

MINERAL STAND

Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

MINERAL HANGING



GLOBO TIGE
Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

Globo is an essential shape that, thanks 
to magic of light, soon became a best-
seller of the whole SLIDE production. This 
year it renovates, adding a classy touch. 
A stem, in two different lenghts, available 
in brushed brass or in white lacquered 
aluminium, that makes the Globo 
collection more modern and refined. 
It is ideal for single use, or combining 
different lenghts and different diameter.

Ø 30  |  H 80 cm - Ø 30  |  H 130 cm
Ø 40  |  H 90 cm - Ø 40  |  H 140 cm

Light White Materials and Characteristics

•	 Polyethylene lampshade.
•	 Tige and ceiling cap in brushed brass 

or in white lacquered aluminium.



Wall lamp

Design SLIDE studio

GLOBO WALL

GLOBO COLLECTION

Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

GLOBO HANGING

Table / floor lamp

Design SLIDE studio

GLOBO



MURANO TIGE
Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

Our industrial production meets the 
master glassmakers’ art: the elegance of 
blown glass joins the sophsitication of 
the brushed brass or white lacquered 
aluminium tige. Available in two 
different lenghts and two different 
globe diameters, Murano Tige enriches 
the Murano Collection proposition, also 
available in table and hanging version.

Ø 30  |  H 80 cm - Ø 30  |  H 130 cm
Ø 40  |  H 90 cm - Ø 40  |  H 140 cm

Blown Glass Materials and Characteristics

•	 Lampshade in SAN with blown glass 
effect.

•	 Tige and ceiling lamp in brushed 
brass or white lacquered aluminium.



Hanging lamp

Design SLIDE studio

MURANO HANGING

MURANO COLLECTION

Table lamp

Design SLIDE studio

MURANO TABLE



SPIN
Hanging lamp

Design Fabio Novembre

W 125  |  D 12,5  |  H 12,5 cm

Mosaic

Materials and Characteristics

•	 Made in polyethylene.
•	 LED tube lighting with warm light 

3000K included.

Sometimes a spin is needed to make a 
pure shape vibrate. Spin hanging lamp 
comes from the twist of a square-based 
parallelepiped element. The modularity 
allows to obtain long and sinuous elements 
that can vary, in terms of composition, 
based on the aggregation method. Spin 
is available in wall lamp version too.

Light White

Light Vanilla



Wall lamp

Design Fabio Novembre

W 12,5  |  D 12,5  |  H 125 cm

SPIN WALL

Mosaic

Light White

Light Vanilla



Thanks for the attention!

info@slidedesign.it
slidedesign.it


